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A big resource of NLP-based Life Coaching
strategies, processes, techniques, exercises, games,
question sets, scripts, rampages & affirmations
to help you overcome physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual challenges, Life Coaches Toolbox
is suitable for those who would like to do work
on their own, coaches, mentors, trainers and
managers who would like a ready-built Coaching
Toolkit and a go-to toolbox you can always
turn to as your next step in a crisis.
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Now become aware that you arenʼt going to fall, because if
you zoom out just a little further, what you see is that the
planet is just a ball hanging in the inky blackness of space.

space reorientation
This meditation is fantastic for increasing your
overall conscious awareness, as well as changing
with your understanding of and orientation to
physical space.
Over time, this mediotation will also help you
understand the concept of artifical and self-imposed
rules and boundaries, and the idea that a lot of the
concepts we take as givens donʼt actually even exist.
In a nutshell, youʼre going to zoom out of your body,
seeing it externally the way you would with astral
travelling or as people describe experiencing in near
death experiences.
As you zoom out further and further, youʼll see your
house and eventually youʼll be able to see your house
and bed on the face of the earth.
Now you realize that technically theyʼre facing upside
down, and your body is hanging of the bottom of the
earth about to drop down?, forward? into a black
abyss.
Or is it? Because technically you could be at any point
on earth and that would be true.... in space there is
no up or down, left or right, backwards or forwards,
because there is nothing for those directionalities
and dimensions to be orientated to.

There is no up or down, no left or right, no diagonal, no
backwards or forwards.... thereʼs nothing to orientate those
directions to.
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Sit or lie somewhere where you can settle comfortably and
wonʼt be disturbed for a while.

Lie down with your knees bent slightly, in a position where
you wonʼt have to shuffle or adjust yourself and can be
comfortable for at least half an hour.
Make sure youʼre warm enough and that thereʼs nothing in
the room that will irritate you.
As always, feel free to adopt a more traditional meditation
pose if that is more comfortable for you.

Thereʼs no ground beneath your feet, no sky above your
head. If you simply turn around and face the other way into
the blackness, thereʼs no direction at all in fact: thereʼs just
you and the blackness.
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YOU ARE HERE

Close your eyes and imagine you are rising up out of your
body, lighter than air. If you astral travel, feel free to use the
technique you usually use for lifting yourself up out of your
body.
Turn around so that you are facing yourself as you begin to
zoom out in jumps. First the ceiling of your room, then
outside your house, but you can still see yourself lying on
your bed.
Jump outside the ozone layer into space and begin to see the
horizon of earth. But realize now that it is upside down, the
curve isnʼt below you: the bottom of earth is in front of you.
See yourself lying on the bed and realize that you are hanging
forward, about to drop down into a an inky abyss of
blackness.
If youʼre brave enough, settle here for a moment and enjoy
the feeling of of watching yourself about to fall.

Thereʼs nothing to move towards and from, itʼs all the same.
When you are finished playing and come back out, try and
hold that directionless thought while you are conscious and
fully awake.
Just for a second, try and hold the thought that you are
hanging upside down from the earth by your feet, about to
fall down into an abyss.
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